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Easy Does It Bag 
Serger Machine Version – adapted by Susan Nelson 

Store and carry all your essentials in this handy zippered bag with 
attached handles. Fabric quilted with a foam interfacing gives great 
body and stability and ensures long-lasting wear.  

 Finished: 6"H x 9"W x 4¼"D  

 

Materials / Supplies List 
 
Please go here to download and print the written instructions for the bag: 
https://www.byannie.com/patterns/Downloadable/easy-does-it.   

While it is not necessary to have this download for the class, it might be helpful.  This is a free pattern download 
from byAnnie.com and it is for construction on a sewing machine, not on a serger.  Copyright restrictions prevent 
my downloading and distributing the pattern.   Also, full disclosure here, byAnnie.com has free videos available 
that show all the steps in making this bag on a sewing machine, except the inside mesh pocket which is an add-
on.  I have actually modified these instructions, so my construction technique is a bit different, even for the 
sewing machine version.  

 
- Main fabric, lining fabric, and coordinating fabric: One fat quarter of each 

Main fabric is outside of bag; lining fabric is inside of bag, coordinating fabric is handles, binding on top of mesh 
pocket and optional seam allowance binding.  Quilting cotton with a non-directional design is recommended for 
the in-class bag.  You might explore other fabric options for future bags.   

 
-Thread for quilting and construction  

(Recommended for quilting, either cotton or polyester 50 weight general purpose or 30 wt cotton quilting.) 
(Recommended for serging, polyester serger thread or 50 weight general purpose sewing thread) 
(Recommended for decorative stitching on zipper edge – 2 colors of 30wt cotton quilting thread, one or both can 
be a variegated color.) 

-Serger, 4-thread Overlock to bring to class.   
-Size 90 needles 
-Stiletto for guiding fabric into the presser foot.  This can be an actual stiletto or a 
  seam ripper or another pointed tool can be used. 
- Fabric markers.  Can be water-soluble pencil, air-soluble pencil, chalk, etc. 
-General sewing supplies – pins, scissors, 6” ruler, rotary cutter, acrylic ruler (24”  
  recommended) sewing clips, etc.  We have cutting mats, rulers and irons in the 
classroom. 
-A sewing machine will be needed, at home, for quilting to the foam before class and for binding the seam 
allowances after the class.  Denim, size 90 needles are recommended.  The following are OPTIONAL but very helpful: 

• Dual feed or walking foot for quilting.   
Some machine makes/models have an integrated dual feed or a plug-in dual feed.  A ‘walking foot’ 
attachment is available for other makes/models.  

• Quilting Guide for quilting  

• Decorative stitches foot (Pfaff = 1A foot; Babylock = N foot).  These feet are wider than standard foot) 

 

 

Sewing clips 

Pattern is 

https://www.byannie.com/patterns/Downloadable/easy-does-it
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Preparations 
Iron and starch the cotton fat quarters that will be used for the bag.  Starch makes the fabric a little crisper and 
easier to work with. 
 
PLEASE HAVE ALL PREPARATIONS DONE BEFORE CLASS.  If you have questions about any of the instructions, 
please contact me by email (debonair2@bellsouth.net) or by text (704-674-4391). 

 

A. Cut and Label each piece.  Bring these to class. 
NOTE: Cutting dimensions are height (lengthwise grain) of fabric x width (crosswise grain with selvages on sides) of 
fabric. For best use of fabric, cut in the order listed.  

 

From coordinating fabric cut*:  

 Bias Binding — 15" x 15"  

Handles — two 4" x 5 3/4"  

Side Strip Bindings — four 2" x 4 3/4"  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From fusible interfacing cut:  Handle Interfacings — two 4" x 5 3/4"  

From mesh fabric cut:  Mesh Pocket — one 5" x 9 1/2" 

 

B. Cut, Mark and Quilt Bag Body pieces (Bring the quilted piece to class) 

From main fabric cut: Bag Body (to be quilted) — 18"h x 21" w 

From lining fabric cut: Bag Body Lining (to be quilted) — 18"h x 21"w 

From foam cut:  Bag Body Stabilizer (to be quilted) — 18"h x 21"w  

 

1. On the 18” x 21” Fat Quarter that will be the Main Fabric, i.e., the outside of the bag, use a ruler 

and a fabric marker to draw one or more guide line on the right side (i.e., the top) of the fabric for 

the quilting.  The line(s) can be drawn at any angle, or straight up and down. 
▪ If you have a quilting guide (see picture below) you can draw just one line.   
▪ If you do NOT have a quilting guide, then draw lines 1 ¾” or 2” apart, filling up the fat quarter as shown 

below.   
 

Cutting Layout for 
Coordinating Fabric 

 
 
 
15” x 15” square for bias 
binding 

Handle 
4” x 5 3/4” 

Handle 
4” x 5 3/4” 

SS Binding 

2” x 4 3/4” 

SS Binding 

2” x 4 3/4” 

 21” 

18” 

SS Binding 

2” x 4 3/4” 

SS Binding 

2” x 4 3/4” 
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2. Sandwich the three 18" x 21" Bag Body pieces (lining face down, foam stabilizer and main fabric 

face up); pin to join.  If one side of the foam is fusible, then fuse the lining fabric to the fusible 

side of the foam. 

 

3. On a sewing machine, quilt using a medium-length (stitch length 3.0mm) machine straight stitch.   

Stitch on the marked guide lines OR stitch on one marked guideline and then use a Quilting Guide 

to sew other parallel rows.  To quilt, begin quilting in the middle of the piece and work to the outer 

edges, to reduce the amount of bulk under the ‘harp’ of the machine.  It is also helpful to position your 

hands so as to gently pull the fabric away from the needle as you sew.   

 

Tip: If quilting on a machine that has integrated dual feed, do use it.  If your machine does not 

have dual feed but you have a walking foot, do use it.   
 

Tip: The multicolor bag shown was quilted with a chain stitch on a chain/cover/overlock stitch 

machine, so this is another option. 
 

Note: for a future bag you might consider a crosshatch design 

instead of just parallel rows of stitching, or other than straight 

lines, you might consider using a serpentine stitch for the quilting, 

or even free-motion stipple or meandering stitching.  If you have 

an embroidery machine, consider quilting in the hoop but be 

mindful that you will need quilt a larger piece. 
 

21” wide 

Guide lines drawn on fabric.   
Can be at any angle, 1 ¾” to 2” apart. 

Parallel Quilting 

Crosshatch Quilting 

                                        Quilting Guide for sewing parallel rows 
of stitching.  The bar goes through the opening behind the 
‘ankle’, as shown at left.  If you have a quilting guide, you need 
draw only 1 line on the right side of the fabric. 

 


